Abstract. Augmented reality applications require 3D model of environment to provide even more realistic experience. Unfortunately, however, most of researches on 3D modeling have been restricted to an offline process up to now, which conflicts with characteristics of AR such as realtime and online experience. In addition, it is barely possible not only to generate 3D model of whole world in advance but also trasfer the burden of 3D model generation to a user, which limits the usability of AR. Thus, it is required to draw the 3D model generation to an online stage from an offline stage. In this paper, we propose an online scene modeling method to generate 3D model of a scene, based on the keyframe-based SLAM which supports AR experience even in an unknown scene by generating a map of 3D points. The scene modeling process in this paper is a little computationally expensive in terms of real-time but it doesn't restrict real-time property of AR because it is executed on a background process. Therefore, a user will be provided with an interactive AR applications that support interactions between the real and virtual world even in an unknown environment.
Introduction
Recently Augmented Reality (AR) technology is gaining attention by the spread of mobile devices. The application of AR is expanding to Xbox Project Natal, PS3, and Nintendo DSi beyond the mobile platforms. By broadening the environment for AR applications, the importance of AR contents is getting bigger.
It is still difficult to create AR contents in spite of a growth on development tools and circumstances for AR applications. Simple applications such as Layar 2.0 and Sekai camera to develop AR contents have been released. However, it is hardly possible to build 3D models of arbitrary unknown scenes for AR applications and moreover it takes a lot of time to build a 3D model of a scene. Thus, we propose a method of an online scene modeling for interactive AR applications in real-time.
Recently many researches related to 3D modeling for interactive AR contents have been published. Bergig et al.'s work [1] has presented a 3D model authoring tool by hand sketching using normal pen and paper. Moreover Hengel et al.'s work [2] has presented a tool to easily generate 3D models from a video clip in which objects for modeling are appear. However, [1] has limitation because they are only capable of simple modeling. Also [2] is not fully online: the user should build models in offline.
In this paper, we propose an online scene modeling method to generate 3D model of an environment for interactive AR applications with minimum interaction with a user. The system requires a user to do nothing but moving the camera to capture the scene of which the user wants to generate a 3D model. This paper focused on an online scene modeling to recognize geometry of a scene and incorporate it into the system for interactive AR applications.
2
Related Work
Keyframe-based SLAM
Simultaneous Localization and Mapping was begun in Robotics to localize a robot in an unknown environment. The early days, it used LRF and sonar sensors [4, 5] but recently, vision sensor was also used [6, 7] . The first stage of vision-based SLAM, only the sensor was substituted to a camera from LRF or sonar, keeping the overall framework of SLAM using probabilistic models such as EKF(Extended Kalman Filter) and particle filter. Davison et al.'s work [6] was based on EKF and constructed a map of 3D sparse points so that it contained uncertainties on the camera's position by nature. Later, PTAM(Parallel Tracking and Mapping) so-called keyframe-based SLAM appeared [7] . To localize a moving camera in an unknown scene, tracking and mapping are separated and run in two parallel threads. PTAM constructs a map of 3D points based on keyframes collected during tracking process using batch techniques, Bundle Adjustment and the map can contain thousands of points, which allows precise camera localization more proper for AR applications.
Scene Modeling
The detection of higher level structure in a real world has been progressed using both visual and non-visual sensors. Planes were fitted to clouds of points reconstructed using LRF(Laser Ranging Finder) [8, 9] . The discovered planes were, however, not incorporated into a map. Afterward, many have attempted to discover planes in vision-based SLAM as in [10, 11, 12] . Rachmielowski et al.'s work [10] attempted to get 3D reconstruction of a scene during SLAM tracking. They connected sparse 3D points to compose a mesh using a Delaunay triangulation and reconstructed a scene model with the meshes. Thus, the reconstruction is unlikely a good estimation of the real surface because the 3D points used for a mesh were sparse and involved uncertainties by nature of the SLAM approach. Chekhlov et al.'s work [11] also tried 3D reconstruction of a scene during SLAM tracking. However, to find planes they approached with RANSAC process instead of the Delaunay triangulation used in [10] . In view of using RANSAC process, our system is similar to their system but we go beyond their work by incorporating the discovered planes into the map and using them during the tracking process.
Online Plane Fitting for Interactive AR
A map of PTAM usually consists of thousands of 3D points and it is impossible to consider the all points to generate a plane hypothesis. Thus, we face a problem of a working set selection, which will be discussed in 3.1. A method how to discover a planar structure in a scene will be presented in 3.2 and how to incorporate the discovered plane into a map will be presented in 3.3.
Region of Interest
Because considering all 3D points results in an inaccurate result as well as takes a lot of time when a plane hypothesis is generated, the points for the plane detection need to be classified. We call the classified region as ROI(region of interest). In Hengel et al.'s work [13] , a user selected the ROI by dragging a mouse. This was possible in their system because it worked in offline, not online. In our system, a user can select a working set by moving a camera view to the direction in which the user wants to generate a model, which is even more proper process for an online modeling system.
Detection of Planar Structure
In this section, it is introduced how to discover planes existing in real world. At first, it is described how to discover a plane from a 3D point cloud within ROI(region of interest) using RANSAC process in 3.2.1. However, it doesn't guarantee the discovered plane using RANSAC is a real plane in the real world because RANSAC process only considers a geometric distribution of 3D points. We call the discovered plane at this stage as a geometric consistent plane. Therefore, it is required a process to verify whether or not the generated plane exists in reality. This verification process is introduced in section 3.2.2 by testing if the geometric consistent plane is also photometric consistent.
3.2.1
Plane hypothesis using RANSAC To discover a potential planar structure using RANSAC process, a similar approach to that used in [12] is used in this paper.
Step 1 : RANSAC robust estimation A minimum of three 3D points is required to generate a plane hypothesis. Assuming 1 , 2 , 3 are three 3D points, an origin 0 and a normal vector of the plane hypothesis including those three points can be generated as followings.
As soon as a plane hypothesis is generated with the minimum three points, consensus for the hypothesis among other points is determined using a perpendicular distance from the plane. The perpendicular distance d ⊥ for a 3D point from the plane [ 0 , ] can be calculated as a following.
To minimize effects of the ouliers, we impose a criterion that the distance must be less than or equal to some threshold , that is, although ⊥ > , we set
Step 2 : Optimal estimation To compute the best-fit plane from inliers resulting from RANSAC process, we use a principal component analysis approach similar to [3] .
The origin of the plane hypothesis is set to the mean of the inliers and normal vector is set to the eigenvector of corresponding to the smallest eigenvalue where is a × 3 matrix stacked with position vectors for inlying points w.r.t the mean. The smallest eigenvalue gives a measure of quality of the fit because it is the variance of the inliers in the normal direction. So far, given a map of point clouds, we introduced how to discover a plane using RANSAC. The mainly considered property is the geometric distribution of the 3D points so that it is often likely to result in false detections of planes as shown in (c) of Fig 1. Therefore, a verification process is required to remove the false detections and the process called photo-consistency test is described below in details and summarized in algorithm 1.
Photo-consistent plane
Step 1 : Finding the visibility images
Given a set of keyframes and a geometric consistent plane with geometric supports Π belonging to the plane, project 3D points within Π into every keyframe within . If over 70 percent of overall points within Π appear on the keyframe, it is said that the plane is "visible" in the keyframe. To find a visibility image set , test if the plane is visible every keyframe.
Step 2 : Computing the photo-consistency Among visibility images , choose reference image 0 in which a plane appears dominant. Once homography H 0 , is computed, warp all images except reference one to the reference one.
is a warped image of image to the reference one and is a set of 2D points projected into an image . Ideally the warped image is identical to the reference image However, because they are not identical due to image noises, we find the most suitable match in terms of a pixel value within radius r. Therefore, the photometric consistency score κ is induced by square root of the photometric error between the warped image and the reference one as a following. If the photometric consistency score κ is greater than some threshold , reject the plane because it is not photometric consistent, that is, not exist in real world.
OBJECTIVE
Compute a photometric consistency κ for the plane with geometric support Π given the cloud of reconstructed 3D points , keyframe images and cameras and reject the plane if 0 > .
ALGORITHM
Step 1: Find the visibility images .
where Ratio , Π is the ratio of the visibility measurements to #( Π)
Step 2 
Insertion of Planar Features
This section describes how to incorporate the discovered plane in 3.2 into the map of PTAM. The parameterization of a plane, addition of new point using a plane, and finally the way to reduce the computation using a plane are discussed in order.
Parameterization Fig 2. Local plane coordinate
To represent a plane, a center position and normal vector are necessary. They are 3 DOF each, and thus, a plane has total 6 DOF. This is over-parameterized into a transformation matrix from the local plane coordinate to the world coordinate with 12 internal parameters as in. A center of a plane is located on an origin and the normal vector is parallel to the z axis as in Fig 2. We set the x and y axis of the local plane coordinate parallel to the x and y axis of the world coordinate.
New mappoint addition using a plane
To reconstruct 3D points, triangulation from correspondences between two views is used in PTAM. The number of iterations and final converging position of a bundle adjustment depend on the initial position of the reconstructed point. That is, the more accurate the initial position of the reconstructed point, the more accurate the adjusted position after the bundle adjustment as well as the faster the converging speed. Therefore we propose a method taking advantage of the plane information, homography, when a point is reconstructed as shown in Fig 3. 1. Find the closest keyframe to the new keyframe among keyframes in a map and set it as a target. 2. Find matching correspondences between new and target keyframes. A 3D point reconstruction using homography given a plane
Selective measurement
Without any prior knowledge of a scene, all mappoints are used to estimate the pose of the camera. To be frank, thousands of 3D points are not necessary and a few hundred are enough to estimate the pose of the camera, using planes. As a result, it is likely to save the computational time by knowing the scene information and actually it is as showed in the experiment below.
Experiment Fig 4. Man-made environment with three orthogonal planes
For the experiment, we use a laptop of 2.83 GHz Quad CPU with 2GB memory. Logitech Ultra webcam is attached to the laptop to obtain a 640 × 480 image.
Experiments were performed in a man-made environment in which three orthogonal planes appeared with a lot of textures as in Fig 4. Fig 5 shows how this system discovers and incorporates plane structures in a scene into PTAM map. Points in white indicate 3D reconstructed points from stereo analysis and colored points indicate points that belong to the discovered plane by method in this paper. Different color shows different planes. As a result three orthogonal planes are discovered and incorporated into the map. th frame. On the beginning of the test before 35 frames when first plane was discovered and incorporated into a map, both showed similar time consumption. However, since 35 th frame, it showed the proposed method was superior to PTAM in terms of time consumption. The frames within red circles in Fig 7 indicated such superiority. Fig 8 shows a simple interactive AR application that interacts with a real world. A white ball is a virtual gravity ball and it interacts with a scene, two walls and ground, by rebounding when it collides with them. A full video clip is attached with this paper. 
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Conclusion and Future Work
For interactive AR applications, this paper presented a method to discover and incorporate a higher level structure, a plane from point clouds on online. However, a plane is just a little bit higher level structure than a point cloud. There are a lot higher level structures than a plane in our environment where AR applications will set up. Therefore, for the future work, we need to discover and incorporate other higher level structures such as sphere, cube, cylinder, and polyhedral to describe a real world environment so that ultimately interactive AR application can be achieved. As a result of the future work, a real interaction not only with a plane such as a wall and ground but with objects such as a box, ball, cup and any other objects existing in real world can come true.
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